The effects of alternating tangential flow (ATF) residence time, hydrodynamic stress, and filtration flux on high-density perfusion cell culture.
In this study, we investigated the effects of alternating tangential flow (ATF) cell separation on high-density perfusion cultures. We have developed methods to estimate theoretical residence times of cells in the ATF system and discovered that long residence times (above 75 s) correlate with decreased growth, metabolism, and productivity. We have calculated energy dissipation rates in the ATF transfer line and filter and empirically studied the impacts of increased exchange rates on cell culture, determining that increased hydrodynamic stress can lead to decreased cell size, lactate production, and specific productivity. Finally, we have conducted experiments to understand the relationship between filtration fluxes and ATF membrane fouling, finding that at fluxes above 60 L·m-2 ·day -1 , protein sieving coefficients see significant rates of decrease (greater than 1% per day). While most of these studies have been conducted with one cell line at one target viable cell density (40 million cells/ml), the general, directional knowledge arising from this study should be applicable to other conditions and programs, ultimately leading to more robust and well-designed perfusion processes.